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INTRODUCTION

CONCLUSIONS

RESULTS

• Learning can occur at a rapid rate
• Krigolson et al. (2014) demonstrated that
learning could occur in as little as one
trial
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• Learning depends on the detection of
prediction errors – when there is a
discrepancy between one’s expectation
and an outcome (Holroyd & Coles, 2002)
• The reward positivity amplitude is
theorized to scale to the magnitude of
prediction errors (Holroyd et al., 2008)
• Here, we sought to explore whether
rapid
S
learning occurred in a complex
environment, exemplified by the learning
of a novel language
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• Furthermore, the meaning of each symbol
was learned rapidly as indicated by the
reduced reward prediction error signal on
trials proceeding the first stimuli
presentation
• This result demonstrated that learning
occurred rapidly when learning a novel
language. In congruence with Krigolson
et al.’s (2014) findings, this indicated that
rapid reinforcement learning may occur
across contexts
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METHODS

a) Window
b) Cat
c) Have
d) Wear

• As predicted, there was a reward
positivity in response to feedback
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Participants performed a task where they were
to learn a novel language
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‘Symbols’ of the novel language represented
words
Through trial and error, participants learned to
associate each symbol with its meaning
Initially, participants were presented with four
different symbols
The symbol pool increased with high block
accuracy (>75%), remained constant with low
accuracy (<75%), and decreased with
subsequent low accuracy (two consecutive
blocks <75%)
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